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AUDIO FOCUS

TCU’s venue undergoes an audiovisual
revamp, with a state-of-the-art
L-Acoustics system installed.

Thorn Lighting upgrades the LED
floodlight system and main stand
lighting at Mainz 05’s stadium.

The pair discuss Quince Imaging’s
history, impressive sporting venue
projects and what the future holds.

With high-end products and incredible
projects, we showcase audio solutions
in sporting venues across the world.
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With their revenue streams temporarily halted by COVID-19, stadiums and arenas are seeking new ways to keep
renovation and reprofiling projects on track amid scarce resources. In an industry where weight reduction equates
to weighty benefits from a cost, time and environmental perspective – replacing reinforced concrete with a structural composite system oﬀers a breakthrough.
Images: SPS Technology
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